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The SM is incomplete
Baryon asymmetry Neutrino masses

Evidence from neutrino 
oscillations

Evidence from CMB, BBN

What can we do to fix this?

● Tackle anomalies: W mass, muon g-2, …
● Measure Higgs properties
● Search for BSM physics
● ...



The next big collider?
Linear electron-positron collider Proton-proton collider

Muon collider



The next big collider?
Linear electron-positron collider Proton-proton collider

Muon collider

Each type of experiment 
has its benefits and 
drawbacks

Today we will focus on 
muon colliders



μTRISTAN

Hamada, Kitano, Matsudo, Takaura, 
Yoshida, PTEP 2022 (2022) 5 053B02

μTRISTAN is a proposed muon collider experiment using existing muon cooling technologies.

The purpose of this experiment is to collide μ+ with e- as well as μ+ with μ+

Pions are stopped by tungsten foil and 
decaying to muons

Muons form muonium which is then 
ionized by laser producing cold muons



μTRISTAN BSM searches
Effective field theory
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PTEP 2023 (2023) 1 013B07



μTRISTAN BSM searches
Effective field theory BSM models

Hamada, Kitano, Matsudo, Takaura, 
Yoshida, PTEP 2022 (2022) 5 053B02

Hamada, Kitano, Matsudo, Takaura, 
PTEP 2023 (2023) 1 013B07

Here χ is the t-channel mediator.

Is there a BSM signal that we can directly connect to the big unsolved questions? 



μTRISTAN LNV searches
Lepton number violation

Dimension 7:

The dimension 5 can lead to W+W+ production

Cross section very suppressed

Suppressed by the small neutrino mass
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μTRISTAN LNV searches
Lepton flavor violation

Wilson coefficients have mass dimension 6

Cross section not as suppressed

μTRISTAN might be more sensitive to LFV 
than to LNV

Lepton number violation

Dimension 7:

The dimension 5 can lead to W+W+ production

Cross section very suppressed

Suppressed by the small neutrino mass

If neutrino masses are generated by new interactions that also involve charged leptons there 
is no reason to assume that they are flavor diagonal → charged lepton flavor violation

Today(Ongoing work)



μTRISTAN LFV searches

?

Can muon colliders be used to probe charged lepton flavor violating interactions?

There are existing limits coming from rare LFV decay searches

vs

How would μTRISTAN compare to other LFV observables?



μTRISTAN LFV searches

The Lagrangian for LFV 4-lepton interactions can be expressed as

Using the flavor structure τμμμ this Lagrangian leads to two distinct processes



μTRISTAN LFV searches

The Lagrangian for LFV 4-lepton interactions can be expressed as

Using the flavor structure τμμμ this Lagrangian leads to two distinct processes

They depend differently on the values of A and B           (here dropping the τμμμ indices)



μTRISTAN LFV searches

We can then express the number of events at μTRISTAN as

Here the branching ratio of τ→ 3μ is constrained by
Belle collaboration, Phys. Let. B 687 (2010)

If the BR is close to this limit, we would expect 7900 events at μTRISTAN for ξ=1

Let us define a ratio



Normalizing to μ→3 e

However, the LFV decay μ→3 e gives a more stringent bound
SINDRUM collaboration, Nucl. Phys. B 299 (1988)

For values close to this bound we expect 0.067 events at  μTRISTAN for ξ=1

However, for models where the underlying operator is related to the neutrino mass 
mechanism, one expects a larger value of ξ (in normal ordering)

This relation also depends on the neutrino mixing angles



Comparing LFV searches

Considering also the other 3-body LFV decay modes we see similar results

In the future, these modes will be more stringently constrained

L. Aggarwal et al., arXiv:2207.06307
Mu3e collaboration, Nucl.Instrum.Meth.A 1014 (2021)KF, Kitano, Takai, JHEP 06 (2023) 086



Type-ii seesaw model
As a model example, we now consider the type-ii seesaw model

The SU(2)L triplet Δ obtains a vev in the neutral component 

Neutrino mixing is described by the PMNS matrix, including 3 CP-violating phases



Type-ii seesaw in LFV observables

We see that μ→ 3e and μ→ e γ are the most constraining modes, however this 
depends on the structure of the neutrino mass matrix.

Modes in the τ flavor are less constraining. No LFV decay probes the ττ coupling.

KF, Kitano, Takai, JHEP 06 (2023) 086



Type-ii seesaw at μTRISTAN

At μTRISTAN this model leads to both LFV and LNV processes

Note that the LFV cross section depends on the coupling matrix, while the LNV cross 
section depends on the neutrino mass matrix.

This can lead to suppression of the LNV mode e.g. if the smallness of the neutrino 
mass comes from a very small vev for Δ.



The EFT limit of type-ii seesaw

Only the LL Wilson coefficient is non-zero since Δ only couples to left-handed leptons

Now the ξ parameter can be expressed in terms of the neutrino masses

This ratio depends on the neutrino mixing angles and mass splittings. In case the type-ii 
seesaw is realized, muon colliders could serve as an independent probe of these parameters.



The EFT limit of type-ii seesaw

Defining the scale Λ using the central values of the mixing parameters w/o CP violation

We can express the number of events as

Esteban et al., JHEP 09 (2020) 178

At 2 TeV center-of-mass energy, μTRISTAN could probe scales Λ ~ 34 TeV



Elastic scattering

Hamada, Kitano, Matsudo, Takaura, 
PTEP 2023 (2023) 1 013B07

One could also search for the type-ii seesaw model using flavor-conserving elastic scattering

This mode interferes with the SM, the cross section therefore has a different dependence 
on the scale Λ as compared to the LFV scatterings



Comparison of different modes

The elastic mode is a more sensitive probe than the LFV mode

At 10 TeV c.o.m energy μTRISTAN would probe ~100 TeV scales for the LFV couplings

Here m1 is the mass of the lightest neutrino
KF, Kitano, Takai, JHEP 06 (2023) 086



Dirac CP angle

The LFV scattering cross section at μTRISTAN depends on the CP-violating angle δCP and the 
mass of the lightest neutrino m1.

Here the couplings are fixed such that μ→ 3e is at its experimental limit:

KF, Kitano, Takai, JHEP 06 (2023) 086



Majorana CP angles

Hypothetically one could probe also 
the Majorana CP-violating phases at 
a muon collider like μTRISTAN.

These angles are inaccessible in 
neutrino oscillation experiments.

There is again a significant 
dependence on m1.

Depending on the values of these 
angles the ratio of cross sections can 
vary by a factor ~5.

KF, Kitano, Takai, JHEP 06 (2023) 086



Summary

● Same-sign muon colliders such as μTRISTAN can be used to probe 
LFV interactions

● It might be easier to look for LFV than for LNV at muon colliders

● Signs of New Physics leading to LFV interactions could potentially first 
be observed in elastic flavor-conserving scattering

● If the LFV operators are connected to the neutrino mass mechanism, 
muon colliders could be used to constrain the mixing parameters

Thank you!
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